
M obile donations are growing at a blistering pace — particularly when you com-
pare this newest fundraising channel to the growth of other donation channels 
when they were first introduced.

Consider this: In 1998, the second year that nonprofits began using online donations 
as a fundraising tool, $350,000 was raised via online donations. That’s an impressive 
number. But that pales in comparison to the more than $1.5 million that was raised 
via mobile donations the year after this fundraising channel was first introduced.

In 1999, $1.1 million was raised via online solicitations. That was the third year after 
nonprofits began using online donations as a fundraising channel. Compare that 
to the $42 million that was raised via mobile donations in 2010 — the third year 
that nonprofits began collecting mobile donations via texts.

continued on page 4
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Letter from the Editor
Alicia Osgood4Managing Editor

Dear Readers:

We just wrapped our 2011 New York Nonprofit Conference featuring the best of the best of non-
profit direct marketing. Thank you to all who attended the event.

Victory in New Jersey! As a result of the coordinated effort by the nonprofit & charitable fun-
draising community, the New Jersey Division of Consumer Affairs informed the New Jersey 
Center for Non-Profits that they are withdrawing a proposal allowing donors to designate funds 
for specific programs. Read the comments submitted by the DMANF on behalf of its members 
to Thomas R. Calcagni, Acting Director of the Division of Consumer Affairs on pages 24-27. If 
you did not receive the alert we sent about this victory (see page 28), please let me know. I will 
make sure you receive future member alerts like it. Remember that if you received this Journal 
by way of forward from someone outside your nonprofit or company, that your organization or 
company must have a membership (nonprofit organizations) or Corporate Partnership (agen-
cies & suppliers) to receive DMA Nonprofit Federation member benefits like our alerts. Visit the 
membership section of our website to view pricing & benefits information.

Trouble elsewhere on three fronts, however, must temper the celebration about our victory in 
New Jersey. As discussed in above referenced alert on page 28:

Postal — Chairman Issa’s bill, H.R. 2309 would drastically raise nonprofit rates so that they are 
no longer affordable for charities. 

Charitable Deduction — As charities look toward crucial end-of the year fundraising 
efforts & giving spurred on by this deduction, the deduction is on the table as the Hill looks at 
ways to balance the budget. 

Federal Trade Commission — The Federal Trade Commission, a federal agency established 
to oversee the for-profit marketplace, may suddenly gain extended jurisdiction over charities. 
This extended jurisdiction would be followed by even more paperwork & regulatory burdens 
for the sector. More donor dollars devoted to regulatory burdens & less spent on your impor-
tant programs. 

Please visit the DMAAction site to sign on to our efforts to preserve the nonprofit postal rate, 
maintain the charitable deduction & save you precious time. You may take an even more proac-
tive role by enrolling in the DMANF Grassroots Network via the form on page 29. Whether or 
not you opt to enroll in the Network, though, please read our weekly email updates so that you 
remain informed of our activities on your behalf & are able to take DMAAction when needed.

In this edition of the Journal — Jenifer Snyder, Esq. of The mGive Foundation on mobilizing 
your fundraising, planned giving maestro Rich Fox with part one of a two part piece on landing 
large bequests for your organization & Lawrence Henze of Target Analytics on why you should 
look to the ancient Egyptians to make sure your fundraising pyramids are up-to-code.

I hope you enjoy this edition of the Journal & thank you for your continued support of the DMA 
Nonprofit Federation.        

 
Warm regards, 

 
Alicia Osgood 
Managing Editor 
AOsgood@the-dma.org

QUICK LINKS

2011 New York Nonprofit 
Conference session materials: 

http://www.the-dma.org/cgi/ 
mtsessionsearch2?mtgcode= 

NP20112&all=Y

DMA Nonprofit Federation 
site membership section: 

http://www.nonprofitfederation.org/
membership

DMAAction site: 
http://www.dmaaction.org/   

DMANF Grassroots 
Network sign-up sheet: 

http://www.nonprofitfederation.org/
sites/default/files/DMANF_Grassroots_

Network_Sign_Up_Sheet.pdf
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continued from page 1

So just three years after nonprofits first 
began to incorporate mobile donations 
into their fundraising efforts, this fast-
growing mobile fundraising channel 
has already raised more than 30 times 
as many dollars as online donations did 
when they were in their infancy. 

And not only is the mobile donation fun-
draising channel growing by leaps and 
bounds, it is also extremely cost effective. 

For instance, the cost of acquiring a new 
donor via a direct mail campaign can 
range from $1.00 to $1.50 per donor; the 
cost of a typical telemarketing campaign 
can cost around 60 cents per donor. 
In contrast, both online and mobile 
campaigns tend to be much more cost ef-
fective. In fact, the cost of acquiring new 
donors can run as low as 5 cents. 

GETTING STARTED WITH 
MOBILE DONATIONS

So the question is: Has your organization 
sponsored a mobile campaign yet? If not, 
here is some information to help you get 
started.

First, let’s examine exactly how the text-
based donation process works. To make a 
mobile donation, your donor sends a text 
to what is called a “short code.” A short 
code is basically a short, easy to remember 
number that looks like a phone number, 
such as “50555.”

To indicate that they want to donate funds, 
donors text a “keyword,” which is a word 
or a letter combination located within the 
body or content of the text message, to the 
short code number. This is used to indi-
cate to which fundraising campaign you 

 
 
want to donate your funds. An example 
might be “SMILE.” 

So with that keyword combination, you 
would tell your donors to text “SMILE” to 
“50555.” Together, this keyword and short 
code combination triggers your donation 
campaign. When the message is received, 

a confirmation message is sent to your 
supporter. When supporters reply with 
a “Yes,” a predetermined donation of ei-
ther $5 or $10 is charged to their mobile 
phone bill.

Once supporters pay their mobile phone 
bill, their wireless carrier pays The mGive 
Foundation — a 501(c)(3) public charity 
supporting U.S. mobile donation cam-
paigns — or another similar entity for all 
funds collected. The proceeds are then 
remitted to your nonprofit organization. 
The whole process takes less than 90 days.

Wireless carriers are really the unsung 
heroes in the world of mobile donations 
because they help nonprofits collect do-
nations for virtually no compensation 
whatsoever — particularly now that most 
subscribers are on unlimited text plans.

 

And most major wireless carriers sup-
port mobile donation campaigns. In fact, 
thanks to the support of the wireless in-
dustry, nonprofits can easily raise funds 
from more than 270 million wireless sub-
scribers via mobile donation campaigns.

STEP 1: WHEN IT COMES TO BUILDING 
RELATIONSHIPS, THINK MOBILE

Mobile is not just a channel for fund-
raising, it is also very much about 
communication. And just as with any 
other fundraising initiative, relationship 
building is the core.

These days, there are two numbers that 
follow you through life: your social secu-
rity number and your mobile number. 
Because physical and email addresses 
change frequently, communicating to 
your supporters through their mobile 
device is an incredibly effective way to ac-
quire and retain supporters and donors.

The best place to start, of course, is by first 
simply asking for your supporter’s mobile 
number. This is as simple as having users 
text a keyword to a short code or using a 
widget provided by an organization such 
as mGive on your website.

Of course, the best way to get the most 
mobile numbers in your database is to ask 
your constituents for their mobile numbers 
everywhere. Put the request on your web-
site. Tweet about it. Post it on Facebook. 
Ask for mobile numbers in every donor 
communication where you regularly list 
information such as your website address, 
your Twitter handle and your Facebook 
page. But one note: Be sure to be clear on

The cost of acquiring new 
donors through online 

& mobile campaigns 
can run as low as 5¢.

REGISTER      SEND TEXT MESSAGE   RAISE MONEY

Register your 501(c)3 
nonprofit organization 

with mGive and select a 
keyword and short code.

Donation is charged to 
user’s cell phone bill,

collected from wireless
carrier and distributed
to your organization.

Donors text your keyword 
to your short code to make

a mobile donation. Example: 
“Text SMILE to 50555 to make

a $10 donation.”
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exactly how you want your constituents to 
send you these numbers. 

MOBILE DONATIONS: 
A GREAT WAY TO MONETIZE 
YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA EFFORTS

mGive even has a widget that you can 
place on Facebook or on a website to help 
collect mobile numbers and donations. 
This widget allows your organization 
to either simply capture a user’s mobile 
number or to actually request a donation 
through social media. Users can click di-
rectly on the widget to enter their mobile 
numbers and to initiate a text gift of $10 
directly through social media. In fact, 
mobile donations are one of the most 
effective ways to “monetize” your social 
media channel. 

In addition, mGive has an iPhone ap-
plication that you can brand and use to 
communicate with your truly engaged 
core constituency on a deeper level. Using 
the mobile application, users can ac-
cess your organization’s news, videos and 
events. They can also use it to donate and 
invite friends to support your cause.

STEP 2: START COMMUNICATING 
VIA MOBILE

Once you have built your opt-in database, 
you can communicate information about 
your cause to an attentive crowd and even-
tually convert these individuals to regular 
mobile donors. Regular communica-
tions involve texting constituents on, say, 
a monthly basis about events that interest 
them. That could include texting them 
to tell them about a fundraising event in 
their area or sending them information 
about how their dollars have helped touch 
people’s lives.

STEP 3: GET VETTED 

Once you have begun collecting mobile 
numbers, it’s time to set yourself up to 
sponsor a mobile campaign. Of course, 
this step can also occur even before you 
start collecting mobile numbers from your 
constituents because launching an event-
based mobile campaign can actually be a 
good way to build your mobile database. 
When individuals text their donations 
during an event-based mobile campaign,

 
 
you can then also ask them if they would 
like to opt-in to receive other text com-
munications from your organization. The 
number of opt-ins that you receive might 
surprise you. To minimize any chances of 
fraudulent campaigns, the wireless com-
munity has a list of guidelines monitoring 
what type of organizations can solicit 
contributions through mobile donation 
programs. All nonprofits are required to 
be fully vetted before they are approved  
to sponsor a mobile campaign. 

To be approved to sponsor a mobile cam-
paign, a charity must: 

1. Be an IRS-approved 501(c)(3) 
organization; 

2. File IRS Form 990; 

3. Have reported revenues of at least 
$500,000.00 in the previous year (as 
evidenced by IRS Form 990); 

4. Be in good standing in its state of 
incorporation and have been in exis-
tence for at least 1 year; 

5. Operate the charity in accordance 
with the accepted standards for chari-
table accountability; 

6. Be registered as a soliciting charity in 
all affected states that require regis-
tration; and 

7. Be in compliance with all applicable 
laws, including the Patriot Act.

To be approved to conduct mobile giving 
campaigns through The mGive Founda-
tion, a nonprofit must also provide: 

•	 A completed Charity Application

•	 A copy of IRS Determination Letter

•	 A completed ACH Form

•	 A W9

•	 A copy of its current bylaws

STEP 4: PICK THE RIGHT VENDOR

Picking a marketing vendor who spe-
cializes in supporting text-based mobile 
campaigns for nonprofits is also an impor-
tant part of the process. 

When choosing a vendor, you need to ask 
some key questions, such as: How many  

 
 
mobile donation clients do you currently 
have? How many mobile campaigns have 
you managed? How successful were each 
of those campaigns? How much money 
did you raise for your clients? How many 
new donors and/or mobile opt-ins did you 
help your clients secure? Have you worked 
with a client in my nonprofit segment?You 
should also make sure that your vendor 
has the capabilities to examine your ex-
isting database to see how many mobile 
numbers you already have — after all, 
many of your donors might have already  
provided you with their mobile number 
in their contact information as their main 
contact number. 

It is also important to ask your vendor 
to sit down with you before you start 
your first mobile campaign to help you 
examine how mobile can be integrated 
into your overall fundraising strategy in 
the next year as well as further down the 
horizon.

For instance, your organization may have 
two fundraising walks scheduled in the 
next year, and there are many ways that 
mobile can be integrated into those fun-
draising campaigns. Your mobile vendor 
should be able to help you identify these 
areas, and then it’s your job to bring ev-
eryone in your organization on board to 
coordinate that integration.

STEP 5: SPONSOR AN EVENT…AND 
COLLECT THE CASH

Now you’re ready to launch a text-based 
mobile campaign. You can do this in a 
number of different ways, but one of the 
most effective is to launch a mobile cam-
paign in conjunction with an event. 

For instance, Capital Area United Way, 
one of the first nonprofits in the United 
States to embrace the mobile donation 
channel, used a mobile campaign to unite 
fans to conduct the largest, one-time con-
tribution campaign in the history of the 
Capital Area United Way.

In the days leading up to the in-stadium 
promotion, Capital Area United Way 
placed teasers on donated digital bill-
boards around town to generate buzz. In

continued on page 6
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continued from page 5

addition, the Call to Action was promoted 
 in donated print ads, radio, on Twitter 
and Facebook, and in a series of media in-
terviews on television.

Volunteers and staff also canvassed the 
local Death Valley area before the game 
and handed out promotional items en-
couraging people to text and donate. In 
addition, attendees entering the stadium 
were provided with promotional flyers.

On October 24, during the LSU-Auburn 
game, first quarter, first timeout, LSU 
asked 90,000 individuals in Tiger Stadium 
to text LSU to 864833 to donate $5 to 
Capital Area United Way by using a game 
announcement and jumbotron ad.

The event brought in $8,550 with more 
than 2,558 text messages sent. More than 
800 people did not confirm the second 
step in the text message donation process, 
so Karen Profita, the president and CEO 
of Capital Area United Way, asked fans to 
go back and ensure they confirmed. This 
resulted in an additional $465 in dona-
tions for the organization, bringing the 
total to $9,015.

That’s just one example of how mobile 
donations can help nonprofits raise thou-
sands of dollars in just hours. Here are 
some other examples:

•	 By adding a mobile donation compo-
nent to its Night of Too Many Stars: 
An Overbooked Concert for Autism 
Education telethon, the New York 
Center for Autism was able to raise 
over $130,000 in $10 mobile dona-
tions. The show producers believe 
that the funds raised via mobile dona-
tions would not have otherwise been 
raised through traditional fund-
raising methods. The 2010 telethon 
raised $400,000 more than the previ-
ous event in 2008, and 32.5 percent 
of that could be directly attributed to 
mobile donations.

•	 Florida Agricultural and Mechani-
cal University (FAMU) Foundation, 
Inc. built a mobile club more than 
4,000 strong and raised more than 
$8,000 in $5 mobile donations at one 
of its homecoming football games. 
The Foundation continues to receive 

donations through its ongoing efforts 
as it grows and leverages its mobile 
supporters by keeping them up-to-
date on important announcements. 
FAMU sends regular outbound text 
messages and increases donations 
to its Annual Fund through text 
calls-to-action. According to FAMU’s 
Manager of University Relations Tech-
nology, Jeff Shaw: “Many of our new 
donors initially give to the Annual 
Fund via text and we strongly believe 
that our continued success in growing 
the program is largely attributed to 
the integration of a mobile engage-
ment and fundraising strategy.” 

•	 In the past three years, the Johnjay 
and Rich Care for the Kids Founda-
tion has raised more than $30,000 
in $5 mobile donations. More than 
4,700 unique donors have participat-
ed in making Christmas wishes come 
true for numerous families in need.

Mobile donations are a great way to attract 
new donors — donors who otherwise like-
ly would not have contributed any funds at 
all. In fact, last year, The mGive Founda-
tion processed donations from more than 
7.7 million unique individuals.

And according to a recent survey spon-
sored by The mGive Foundation, text is 
already the preferred method of chari-
table giving for 18 percent of respondents, 
compared to 60 percent for email and 22 
percent for direct mail.

STEP 6: EXPLORE MORE WAYS TO  
RAISE CASH

Another effective way to collect dona-
tions is by sending fundraising requests 
on a day or during a month or week that 
has significance. For instance, a nonprofit 
supporting epilepsy research could send 
a text to potential donors during Nation-
al Epilepsy Month asking for donations. 
Or an organization fighting malnutrition 
could send a text to potential donors dur-
ing National Nutrition Month. Or on a 

lighter note, a nonprofit that fights heart 
disease might send out a request for funds 
on Valentine’s Day.

Another effective (albeit more tradition-
al) way to reach potential new mobile 
donors is using email. For instance, your 
organization could request that a corpo-
rate partner send out an email campaign 
asking employees to give money via text. 
This is a great way to capture new mobile 
names while also raising funds. 

Sending out simple, straightforward re-
quests for donations on a regular basis 
can be very effective as well. In fact, one 
nonprofit has done this with amazing 
results and now receives monthly $10 
donations from more than 50 percent of 
the constituents it communicates with via 
mobile simply by asking for a text dona-
tion on a monthly basis. Compare that to 
the less than 2 percent response rate that 
most direct mail packages deliver, and 
you can quickly see the power of mobile 
donations.

Text-based communications can even be 
an effective way to potentially raise more 
money for your organization through mer-
chandise sales. For instance, as a “thank 
you” to donors, you could send them a 
link to a coupon giving them 25 percent 
off any merchandise that they purchase 
from your organization, such as T-shirts 
or hats.

A good rule to follow is to start includ-
ing a text call to action in all solicitation 
materials to capture as many spontaneous 
donations as possible. But remember, in 
all your call to actions, the basic rules still 
apply. Those call to actions that are most 
effective are those that have heart. 

When you ask someone for their help, 
whether it is asking them to donate via 
text or to simply opt-in to receive com-
munications from you, it should come as 
no surprise that what resounds with that 
person most is a personal and emotional 
appeal that inspires them to act wherever 

A good rule to follow is to start including a text call 
to action in all solicitation materials to capture as 

many spontaneous donations as possible.
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they are — on a website, at a concert, or reading a text 
message while walking down the street.

STEP 7: EVALUATE YOUR SUCCESS

After implementing your first mobile donation cam-
paign, you need to evaluate your success. If the results 
are not exactly what you had hoped for, DON’T GIVE 
UP. As with anything, there is a learning and imple-
mentation curve. Obviously, it’s easy to measure the 
campaign in terms of dollars raised, but it is also criti-
cal to examine what you did well and what you could 
have done better. 

Ask yourself if there were other people in the organi-
zation that should have been pulled into the process 
earlier. Ask yourself whether you missed opportunities 
to include your text call-to-action in communications 
materials or at other events. And ask yourself whether 
you would have collected more cash by increasing your 
signage, by doing a verbal call to action at your event or 
simply by speaking more slowly when you do your next 
verbal call to action.

There’s no question that mobile donations are already 
a powerful fundraising tool — and will become an 
even more powerful tool in the future. The only ques-
tion is: Will your organization benefit from the mobile 
fundraising revolution? 

A CASE STUDY: 
USING AN OUTBOUND TEXT CAMPAIGN 

TO RAISE MONEY & BUILD SUPPORT

Defenders of Wildlife is dedicated to advocating for animal rights with the help of its 

supporters. The organization strives to build strong supporter and donor relation-

ships by keeping constituents informed through compelling messages that drive 

them to take action. 

The Problem  

In 2009, Defenders of Wildlife understood that in order to continue to build supporter 

and fundraising momentum, a new method for supporter engagement and donations 

collection was in order. Seeking a communication medium that provided immediate 

emotional appeal, Defenders of Wildlife set out on a quest for an easy-to-use, yet 

robust solution that could be implemented efficiently. 

The Solution 

Recognizing that the immediacy and personal appeal of the mobile channel could be 

a powerful tool to inspire supporters to take immediate action, Defenders of Wildlife 

partnered with mGive. Over the next two weeks, the organizations worked together 

to deploy the mGive platform and design and implement a mobile marketing strategy 

that effectively fit within the channel mix for its advocacy and donations programs. 

Defenders of Wildlife believed that the first step to effectively integrating this in-

novative program was building a strong mobile supporter base. Using a number of 

campaigns — including live events, print ads, and social media channels — Defend-

ers of Wildlife worked diligently to educate their community of supporters on the 

benefits of mobile for communication and fundraising. Each campaign featured a call-

to-action that sought to opt supporters into the organization’s Mobile Activist club. 

With a growing army of Mobile Activists, Defenders of Wildlife began using the 

mGive platform to deploy text messages designed to motivate supporters to help 

with major advocacy programs. The outbound text message campaigns featured a 

series of two text messages; the first was an advocacy message for them to take a 

specific action, followed by another message with an appeal to support the effort 

with a $5 or $10 donation. 

The Results 

As a result of integrating mobile into its advocacy and donation programs, Defenders 

of Wildlife has built a mobile following more than 17,000 strong, 85 percent of which 

were donors who had not previously engaged with the organization. In a little more 

than two years, Defenders of Wildlife yielded more than $25,000 in mobile donations. 
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How to Get Millions 
in Bequests — Using 
Direct Response 
Rich Fox, FRSA 
Part One of a Two Part Article

W hen your organization receives a bequest, do you 
immediately check your donor data base to review 
the donor’s giving history?

If so, what do you find?

If you are like my clients, about half the time you find no data record on the donor at all. 
As far as you can tell, they have never donated to your organization…ever. Yet, they have 
now left you a bequest.

How can that be?

And what do you learn about those donors that you do find in your data base?

Again, if you are like my clients, even with larger bequests, you generally find that they 
have been only lower dollar donors for a number of years, and sometimes their most  
recent gift was several years earlier.

I find that organizations are often surprised when they receive bequests, even larger ones. 
Many people who leave bequests (or as they are known to fundraisers around the world 
—  legacies) do not notify the organization in advance, and a large number do not even 
appear on the organization’s donor file. And, most of those who do appear on the donor 
file do not at first glance seem to be the kind of people who you would expect to leave any 
bequest to you, let alone a large one.

It occurred to me that there are many people who feel passionately about your organiza-
tion, yet whose passion for your organization and your cause remains unknown to you. 

It also occurred to me that these passionate supporters likely have certain attributes in 
common — attributes that once discovered could lead us to find them. 

And once we find them, we could cultivate them while they are still alive. This might in-
crease the amount that they would leave to you in their will, and would also allow you the 
potential to cultivate outright major gifts from those who have the capacity to make such 
lifetime gifts. 

?
Just who are your 
donors?

continued on page 10
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More importantly, there are probably 
many other people who possess almost all 
of the same attributes, but who are not 
presently leaving bequests to your organi-
zation. They, too, feel passionately about 
your organization’s mission, and they, too, 
might leave a bequest to you if properly 
identified, motivated and cultivated. 

So, it was with all of this in mind I created 
the Legacy Leadership Program to iden-
tify, motivate and cultivate not only those 
who would think on their own to include 
you in their will, but also those who with-
out your help, would not.

You will find that because of the very high 
regard in which you are held by many 
of those who support you, a surprisingly 
large number of people will consider nam-
ing you in their will, and many will tell you 
that they are doing so…if given a good 
reason to do so. Finding these people and 
providing them with such a good reason, 
is what the Legacy Leadership Program is 
specifically designed to accomplish — and 
what it does accomplish. 

As you will see, the results of the pro-
gram have been extraordinary. In case 
after case, both here in the United States, 
and also in the United Kingdom where I 
first developed it, the Legacy Leadership 
Program has repeatedly brought in an 
ultimate return in the many millions of 
dollars, often at a cost of little more than 
the value of just one average sized bequest. 

In the U.S., a number of programs have 
achieved a definite commitment rate to 
leave a bequest to the organization from 
4% or more of the people with whom 
we spoke. Further, in these programs,  
at least 10% more of the people spoken  
with said that they would give their  
serious consideration to a bequest. So,  
the overall positive response rate has 
often exceeded 14%!  

At the end of Part Two of this article I 
have included three of the specific U.S. 
case studies, which provide a little more 
detail about the results. (Though I have 
not included any U.K. case studies in 
these articles, it is interesting to note that 
the results in the United Kingdom were 
actually even better still.)

Though I recommend one-on-one culti-
vation of those strong legacy prospects 
identified through the program, all of the 
programs began with purely an integrated 
direct response approach — using pre-
dominantly direct mail and telemarketing. 

The Legacy Leadership Program 
consists of six phases:

1. Targeting

2. Opt-out pre-letter

3. Very, very, very, very, very, very 
soft service call

4. An immediate thank you package 
to those who enroll

5. Very, very, very, very, very, very, soft 
reminder packages and telephone call 

6. Cultivation and bonding

Phases 2 though 6, the complete “how 
to” outline, will be presented in Part Two 
of this article. Here, in Part One, we are 
going to only have the space to talk about 
what you should have in place before you 
begin, and how to select the best prospects 
for the program — targeting.

WHAT YOU SHOULD HAVE IN PLACE  
BEFORE YOU BEGIN…THE LEGACY 
BASICS:

Though not essential to beginning the 
Legacy Leadership Program, if you don’t 
have the following basics already in place, 
it would be worthwhile to begin to develop 
them in conjunction with the start of  
the Program.

Here are the Legacy Basics:  

•	 Mission	Statement	of	organization

•	 Case	Statement	for	estate	giving

•	 Legacy	Brochure	or	One	Sheet	with	
case statement and codicil language

•	 Legacy	Web	Page	linked	to 
Home Page

•	 Legacy	information	request	check	
boxes on reply devices

•	 Legacy	Society	for	those	who	write	
wills naming you

•	 Legacy	Newsletter	

?
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1. TARGETING

As I said, the best prospects are those peo-
ple who are likely to feel passionately about 
your organization and its mission. So, how 
do you find such passionate supporters?  

You find them by looking at previous be-
havior. Those who love you have probably 
shown it in many different ways. Here 
are just some of the key indicators, as 
examples:

•	 Recent	donor

•	 Multi-gifts	in	the	same	year

•	 Multi-year	giver

•	 Monthly	giver	

•	 Higher	value	giver	—	particularly	at	or	
above top ask level  

•	 Volunteer

•	 Staff

•	 Viral	fundraiser	—	member	get	 
a member

•	 Toured	or	visited

•	 Event	attendee

•	 Updates	their	donor	record	voluntarily

•	 Phone	number	provider		

•	 E-mail	address	provider	

•	 Beneficiary	of	your	organization

•	 Legacy	Inquirer

And, what else might you look for, if you 
could know it?  

The ideal prospect will have another fac-
tor which will make a large bequest to you 
even more likely — no natural heirs... and 
particularly — no living children.

Unlike the key indicators above though, 
all of which could potentially be found in 
your database, you probably do not pres-
ently know which of your supporters have

living children and which do not… unless 
you have asked. 

So, though we generally begin the pro-
gram without knowing this information, 
and still obtain great results, once you get 
going I advise that you consider asking 
your supporters about their children (or 
lack thereof) in a very soft way that does 
not seem too intrusive or create any con-
cern on their part. 

You can do this by asking a question that 
logically relates to your mission. For exam-
ple, if you are with a university you might 
ask, “When your children were thinking 
of universities, did they consider apply-
ing to ours?” Then, the choices of answers 
could be, “Yes,” “No,” or “I don’t have    
any children.”  

For a wildlife organization you could ask, 
“When your children were growing up did 
you take them to see wildlife in their natu-
ral habitat?”  For a museum you might 
ask, “When your children were young, 
did you bring them along with you to the 
museum?”  For a public television station, 
you might ask, “When your children were 
young, did they watch children’s program-
ming on public television?”

In all these examples the choices of an-
swers would again be, “Yes”, “No”, or “I 
don’t have any children.”

Then, for all of those who tell you they 
have no children, you would append this 
information to their data record. There-
after when you select your prospects with 
the key indicators, you could focus first 
on those who also have no children. By so 
doing, you can turn outstanding results 
into spectacular results.

Is there anything else you might look for 
in choosing your prospects?  

Yes, there is… Age. 

If you get a bequest commitment from a 
25 year old, you are not likely to see that 
will mature (a euphemism for the donor 
dying) for many years to come. If you re-
ceive a bequest commitment from an 85 
year old, though, you are likely to see that 
will mature much sooner. So, you will 

 
 
generally want to do an age data over-
lay, and choose your first prospects from 
among those who are at least 60 years old. 

Having looked at all of these factors, you 
are now almost ready to begin. But first, 
don’t forget to do your suppressions. 

You will want to eliminate your major  
donors, top prospects, board members 
and other leaders, all of whom should be 
approached personally, one on one.

Finally, be sure to eliminate all those who 
have already informed you of a bequest 
commitment, and all of those on your do 
not mail and do not call lists.

So now that you have your prospects select-
ed, you are ready to begin the program. 

Unfortunately we are out of space in this 
issue, so please look for the next issue 
which is coming in January. There you will 
find the outline of the entire “How To” of 
the Legacy Leadership Program, as well as 
the case studies I promised you.

In the meantime though, if you can’t wait 
till then, please contact me directly and 
I will share Part Two with you right now. 
(Just please don’t tell anyone.) 
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My intention in this article is to give all of you who attended the Direct Marketing As-
sociation Nonprofit Conference in New York a slightly different slant on leadership 
and the power of the imagination than I presented in my keynote.

First, I want to tell you a little about what I call TRUE LEADERSHIP: The Neuroscience 
of Effective Leaders. The genesis of my research began out of frustration. After many 
books and articles passed through my mind, I was totally confused as to what constitutes  
a leader. Even many leadership experts disagree on what makes a superior leader.  

Everyone seems to recognize a good leader when they see one, but 
not everyone can identify the reason they feel that way. The question 
is — “are excellent leaders born or can true leadership be learned?”  
My only recourse to solving this conundrum was to interview leaders 
in all walks of life whom others labeled as successful, and those  
individuals who I felt were excellent leaders. 

An unsettling moment in this journey took place when I realized that 
there have been leaders throughout history who were successful, but 

were also immoral, unscrupulous, liars, power hungry and downright evil. How 
do they fit in with my idea and ideal of a True Leader? My breakthrough came 

by gritting my teeth, taking a big breath and challenging every assumption I ever 
had about leadership. 

I discovered that every leader had a powerful vision of where he, or she, wanted to take 
others and were able to communicate that vision which, in turn, created passion and drive. 
They were also able to turn fear into energy and surround themselves with committed 
people. Think — Winston Churchill, Mahatma Gandhi, Mother Theresa, General George 
Patton, Margaret Thatcher, Golda Meir, Martin Luther King Jr., Joan of Arc and the man 
known as “the great communicator,” President Ronald Reagan. 

Here are the 5 Traits of being a TRUE LEADER that will serve you both in direct marketing 
and fundraising:

True Leadership Trait #1… Have Passion

In order to be a True Leader you must passionately believe in what you do with your total 
being. Motivational speaker and best-selling author Jack Canfield said, “One of the things 
that may get in the way of people being life-long learners is that they’re not in touch with 
their passion. If you’re passionate about what it is you do, then you’re going to be looking 
for everything you can do to get better at it.”

Where does passion come from? It doesn’t come from your head —it comes from your 
heart. True leaders are passionate and, because they are passionate, they are consistent, 
committed and unwavering in what they believe and show boundless enthusiasm. They 
have to make their vision happen! I think you already know this because you have chosen 
to make a difference. 

True Leadership Trait #2… Feel fear and do what needs to be done

Sir Winston Churchill wrote, “Success is the ability to go from failure to failure without  
losing your enthusiasm.”  

Having interviewed a great many leaders, I have no doubt that true leaders are full of fear. 
True leaders don’t pretend that fear doesn’t exist but have total awareness of it and act, 

By James Mapes

  TRUE 
LEADERSHIP
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nonetheless, in the most fearful of situations with clarity. They know fear focuses the mind 
and can be turned to power. 

The American writer, Ambrose Redmoon said, “Courage is not the absence of fear, but 
rather the judgment that something else is more important than fear.” This takes us back 
again to the power of vision.

Remember the illusion of the dots apparently turning green and then disappearing? Like 
the illusion, most fear is not real. “Illusory fear” is the dark side of the fears of rejection, 
change, success, failure and commitment. You can manage your fear only when you ac-
knowledge the fear. Ask yourself, “What is the worst that can happen and am I willing to 
have it happen?”

True Leadership Trait #3… Empower people

Empowerment creates co-ownership by giving those around you the training, space, 
freedom, authority, support and resources to do the best job possible. True leaders, in a 
sense, relinquish ownership, creating an environment where both the team and leader take 
responsibility. 

Leaders know how to ask the right questions and then allow others to answer those ques-
tions. By doing so, people discover what they need to learn. Leaders ask for suggestions, 
listen more than talk, get people involved and then allow them to make it happen. Leaders 
never micro-manage. General George Patton said, “Don’t tell people how to do things, tell 
them what to do and let them surprise you with their results.”

True Leadership Trait #4… Have a clear vision of where you want to go

A leader takes people to places that they, if left on their own, might not go. Napoleon 
Bonaparte said, “A leader is a dealer in hope.”

A vision is about greatness. It goes beyond the individual. It focuses our sights and actions 
on what we want to become tomorrow. A vision is an emotionally charged, clear and vivid 
picture or mental movie of the future. The American author and educator, Helen Keller said, 
“The only thing worse than being blind is having sight but no vision.” As most of you know, 
Helen Keller was both blind and deaf.

This is where the neuroscience of leadership comes to play. Humans have communicated 
and motivated with the power of story since the beginning of time. A leader’s most power-
ful tool — your most powerful tool as a direct marketer and fundraiser — is the creation of 
a clear, realistic and emotionally based story/vision of where you want to lead people.

In order to help better understand the power of “story,” I asked you to imagine biting a 
lemon with me, imagine a washer swinging on a piece of string and to imagine twisting 
your body further than you thought you could turn. As you were successful in the audi-
ence, you will be successful in life. All you have to do is create and keep focused on the 
vision.

I defined the conscious mind and the subconscious mind using the metaphor of a very 
small “Rider” sitting on top of a very large and powerful “Elephant.” This is vitally important 
for you to understand. In order to manage your thinking in the most productive, creative 
and effective manner possible, you must learn to use the power of your conscious Rider to 
influence the subconscious Elephant.

“A leader is
      is a dealer
in hope.”
                        Napoleon Bonaparte

continued on page 16
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The conscious mind, or as I call it the — conscious “Rider” — is the intellectual, rational, 
analytical and “self-talk” part of the mind. In a sense, it is the lawyer-like part of our mind. 
Although we think that our conscious, rational mind controls all our decisions and actions 
— that is absolutely incorrect. 

The subconscious or “subconscious elephant” is the storehouse of experiences and 
memories and the emotional center of our mind. It runs our entire physiological system and 
does not think in the traditional sense. Neuroscientists have proven that our subconscious 
controls over 90% of the choices we make — unconsciously. And the most important fact 
of the subconscious mind is that it cannot tell the difference between a real and an imag-
ined experience. 

Here lies the key to thinking like a True Leader and an effective communicator. When the 
story, goal or future vision that the Rider creates is an emotional, vivid mental movie —it will 
always influence the Elephant. This not only means that you can inspire and motivate your-
self but that you also can inspire and motivate others through vision.

True Leadership Trait #5… Communicate your vision

This is where most leaders and most people are found wanting. They are unable to com-
municate a vivid picture of the future and, therefore, fail at getting others to jump on board. 
As the Irish playwright and essayist, George Bernard Shaw wrote, “The single biggest 
problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken place.”  

You see — stories are the real thing. They are how we remember, how we learn, how we 
visualize what can be and how we are motivated to achieve it. People have to know, feel 
and see the direction you want them to go. If you feel your communication skills need im-
provement, join an acting or speech class or take a course in communication skills. When 
you communicate; when you share your vision; you connect, and that’s what leadership is 
all about. 

You can’t fake being a leader. People watch and then act from your example. If you have 
passion, they have passion. If you empower, they empower. What you see in people is a 
reflection of you. As you grow as a leader, you will see those around you grow. 

If you are on board with these 5 True Leadership Traits, you have the knowledge to help 
others become leaders, even if they are not leaders in the traditional sense. By learning 
these five leadership traits, you will set a sterling example at work and at home.  

You have everything you need and should you have any questions, please contact me:

James Mapes 
President

The James Mapes Organization 
195 Sharp Hill Road 
Wilton, CT 06897 
Office: 203.762.1200 
Fax:  203.762.8959

james@jamesmapes.com 
www.jamesmapes.com

continued from page 15
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ONE OF THE BEST WAYS to 
realize the promise of your organization’s 
fundraising pyramid is to strengthen its 
middle levels by promoting the growth of 
transitional and mid-level giving. 

Just as the Egyptian pyramids have stood 
the test of time by standing strong from 
3200 B.C. until the present day, you want 
your organization’s fundraising pyramid 
to endure. A study of the pyramidal struc-
ture reveals that, in addition to the strong 
foundation, the middle of a pyramid is 
powerful itself; if the middle and top lev-
els were removed and placed in the desert 
sands, they would be able to stand on 
their own. Would your fundraising pyra-
mid achieve the same result? Most likely, 
the answer is “no.”

Fortunately, the fundraising pyramid 
is not one of the Seven Wonders of the 
World, so I wouldn’t risk internation-
al outcry if I suggested that we revisit 

its construction. And unless the pha-
raohs needed fundraising pyramids and 
campaigns to complete these massive 
undertakings, the historical precedent is 
lacking as well. 

So, let’s take a look at the concepts of 
transitional and mid-level giving, your 
fundraising pyramid, and strategies that 
could strengthen its core.

Transitional and Mid-Level 
Giving, Defined:

The concepts of transitional and mid-level 
giving are not interchangeable, although 
they are very similar, and both are desir-
able goals for donor growth. Both types of 
giving frequently encompass consistent or 
loyal giving.

Transition is defined in the Merriam Web-
ster Online Dictionary as “a movement, 
development, or evolution from one form, 

stage, or style to another.” Transitional 
giving, then, is the progression of a donor 
from entry-level giving through mid-level  
giving to ultimate giving. It is the out-
come that we desire when a prospect first 
becomes a donor, but it is an outcome that 
does not happen as often as we would like. 
Later in this chapter, we will discuss how 
we can improve the chances of donors be-
coming ultimate givers.

Not surprisingly, mid-level giving is not de-
fined in the dictionary; however, the word 
“textcasm,” which is “sarcasm used in text 
messaging,” has recently been added to 
Merriam Webster’s Open Dictionary. If this 
were a chapter on social networks and fun-
draising, that aside may be more relevant, 
but alas, it is not. 

Since we lack an official resource or docu-
ment that defines the phrase “mid-level 
giving,” I will provide a definition that I 
have come to know as a widely accepted 

Transitional Giving for
       Building Strong
         Fundraising Pyramids

By Lawrence Henze
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one in the nonprofit world. Mid-level giv-
ing is the level of contributions that bridge 
the gap between annual and major giving. 
It may — or may not — lead to ultimate 
giving. In some instances, mid-level giv-
ing may reach a plateau, and donors will 
not transition to a higher level. In other 
instances, these donors will reach their ul-
timate giving level through a planned gift.

Both mid-level and transitional donors 
populate an area of the fundraising 
pyramid that is critical to your fundrais-
ing success. Finding more major giving 
prospects is best accomplished through 
internal data mining of existing donors 
rather than through acquisition. 

Peer-to-peer donors, often the result of 
board members soliciting friends, are 
important but limiting. We rely on this 
fundraising method, in my opinion,  
because it is a short-term respite to a  
perpetual problem: the need for more 
major gift prospects. There is no reason, 
however, to abandon a course with far 
greater potential, as it is possible to 
pursue both options.

To better understand the need for transi-
tional and mid-level gifts, let’s take a look 
at your fundraising “pyramid.”

What Shape Is Your  
Fundraising Pyramid?

It is a curious question, because the ques-
tion itself suggests the answer. The truth 
is that the fundraising pyramid repre-
sents a concept as much as a shape, and 
it is highly likely that your pyramid does 
not resemble the traditional model. If you 
have any doubt, use a gift chart to build 
your own pyramid that represents your or-
ganizational reality.

FIGURE 1 shows an organizational pyra-
mid that differs significantly from the 
traditional model and is likely to be closer 
to your reality. The wide base narrows very 
quickly to resemble a radio tower, if not a 
flagpole, and it only takes a quick obser-
vation to note that there are not enough 
prospects at the mid-level range to sup-
port growth at the top of the pyramid. 

If you accept the industry-accepted stan-
dard that you need at least three or four 

prospects for every capital campaign 
prospect, you can envision a scenario cre-
ated by the donor distribution shown in 
FIGURE 1 in which your organization re-
lies on the same top prospects for a long 
time. This is a primary reason that donor 
fatigue is a bigger issue than ever before. 
Ongoing capital campaigns compound 
the problem. To counter this issue, we 
need to change the “top-down” perspec-
tive for major prospect identification and 
adopt a strategy that concentrates on 
building our best donors through progres-
sive movement up a wider donor pyramid.

To accomplish this goal, we must return 
to fundraising fundamentals that you may 
have set aside during your pressurized 
pursuit of current funds.

Who Are You?

For young readers and those not en-
amored with the CSI television series 
franchise, Who Are You is a song per-
formed by the English rock band The 
Who. We can use its basic question as a 
guide as we consider who our prospects are 
and how we can identify those who are ca-
pable of mid-level and transitional gifts.

In general, transitional and mid-level 
donors exhibit a loyal pattern of giving 
— 60% of the time or more — and show 

upward trends in their giving over a pe-
riod of time, such as five years or more. 
So, you may start identifying prospects by 
comparing their current giving levels com-
pared to three or five years ago. “Wait a 
minute,” you say. “I already do that!” True, 
it is basic Fundraising 101 as applied to 
identifying prospects with upgrade poten-
tial, and hopefully you practice it already. 
If not, it is an easy fix. You may start by 
looking for loyal donors with recent gifts 
that exceed their first gift in a designated 
time period, such as five years.

But we want to go beyond the obvious and 
uncover the more subtle characteristics 
that identify mid-level and transitional 
prospects. For that, let us turn to data 
mining. Depending on your interests, 
available resources, and the time con-
straints you operate under, you may or 
may not be able to fulfill all of the follow-
ing steps.

Step 1: First, you’ll need to define what 
range of giving constitutes “mid-level” for 
your organization. Armed with the data 
from the pyramid construction project 
demonstrated earlier, you have the donor 
distribution of your file. Now apply your 
knowledge of your current solicitation 
practices to identify the gift level/ask

continued on page 20
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amount that triggers a high-touch con-
tact, such as personalized annual fund or 
assignment of prospects to development 
officers. Let the data and your experience 
drive the range and not the benchmark-
ing of your mid-level range against peer 
institutions. It is far more important to 
establish a reasonable range and then ex-
pand the number of donors giving within 
that range, as this will increase the likeli-
hood that more donors will transition to 
higher levels in the future.

Step 2: Once you have identified indi-
viduals in the established mid-level range, 
you’ll need to take a look at commonly 
held characteristics using single variable 
(also known as univariate) analysis. For 
example, you may want to determine how 
many years your mid-level donors con-
tributed before donating at the mid-level 
range. If you have access to age data, you 
may want to first determine the average 
age at which mid-level giving commences 
and compare it to the average age that 
those same donors make their first gifts.

FIGURE 2 compares years of annual giv-
ing to number of mid-level donors. From 
here you can easily calculate the average 
amount of time — 8.5 years — between 
first gift and mid-range gift. Now that 
you know the average gestation period, 
you may create a strategy that once do-
nors reach five years of giving, you will 
treat them as mid-level prospects and 
implement high-touch cultivation and 
stewardship activities to increase the 
chances he or she will raise contributions 
to mid-level. You may further segment this 
pool to place a higher priority on indi-
viduals with an ascending trajectory in 
giving.

Similarly, with the earlier example that 
compared the average age at first gift to 
the average age at first mid-level gift, you 
can use that data to determine at what 
time in a donor’s life he or she will begin 
to transition to a mid-level prospect. 
As mentioned above, use higher touch 
cultivation strategies to increase the “en-
gagement” of these prospects and realize 
a higher mid-level conversion rate.

The previous examples focus on univari-
ate analysis of internal data. Outside of 
your database, there is a rich selection of 

external attributes that you may add to 
your file to enhance your data mining ac-
tivities. Let’s start with “cluster” data.

Cluster data has been available for a 
long time, but the original services were 
limited by available data sources, and 
they aggregated households into larger 
geo-demographic groupings, such as ZIP 
Codes® or block groups. In recent years, 
however, the cluster services that are  
provided through Equifax’s Niches,  
Acxiom’s PersonicX®, and Nielsen’s 
PRIZM® offerings have been compiled 
at the household level, and the resulting 
data is far more descriptive.

Cluster codes essentially group house-
holds by commonly held behavioral and 
marketing statistics that denote infor-
mation such as likely buying behavior, 
household composition, and hobbies 
and recreational interests. Since we use 
Niche data at Blackbaud, I will use this 
service as an illustration. Equifax creates 
26 Niches ranging from the young and 
wealthy “Already Affluent” Niche to the 
least prosperous “Zero Mobility” Niche. 
These clusters provide a picture of your 
prospects and donors and make it easier 
to craft the kind of targeted communica-
tions that make people feel as if you are 
talking to them individually. 

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 2
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To use the Niche clusters, you append 
the data to your file and begin to seg-
ment your database by the distribution 
of your mid-level donors through the 26 
available scores, ranging from A-Z. For 
discussion purposes, let’s randomly choose 
four clusters — A, B, D, and I — and say 
that we observe that 75% of your mid-level 
donors fall into these four categories. A 
logical next step is to determine whom 
among your constituents not already mak-
ing mid-level contributions also fits into 
one of these Niches, and is not yet giving 
or is giving at levels below mid-range. The 
latter group constitutes an upgrade popu-
lation, and the former non-donor segment 
cries out for a different cultivation and 
solicitation strategy. We know from years 
of data analysis and client experience that 
many prospects never give because they 
are asked to engage at a lower level of giv-
ing. Furthermore, now that you have the 
appended clusters available to you, you 
can determine the clusters that correlate 
strongly with non-donors and use this in-
formation to reallocate your annual and 
mid-level giving resources to the segments 
most likely to bear fruit.

Finally, an added benefit of cluster data is 
that it may provide insights into messaging 
and potential channels of communication.

Step 3: As seen above, univariate analysis 
provides insights into the characteristics 
of your mid-level and transitional donors, 
albeit one attribute at a time. If you want 
to predict which of your prospects is most 
likely to make a transitional gift, for ex-
ample, statistical modeling is the answer. 
Predictive or custom modeling allows you 
to drill down in your database to discover 
the best prospects, and the scoring mech-
anism enables you to adjust the number 
of prospects according to your resources 
and capacity. I have written on the subject 
of predictive modeling in my white paper 
Using Statistical Modeling to Increase Dona-
tions, which is available at www.blackbaud.
com/whitepapers.

I strongly encourage you to consider using 
a specific statistical model that identifies 
transitional giving prospects. The model I 
recommend is based on donors who have 
transitioned through mid-level giving and 
have reached the major giving threshold. 
The prospects identified through this 
model will give you immediate potential 
in the mid-level and long-term possibilities 

for major giving. FIGURE 3 illustrates the 
potential expansion of prospects in the 
mid to upper levels of your pyramid.

The matrix in FIGURE 4 (see next page) 
illustrates an example of a score distribu-
tion for two models: TGL (transitional 
giving likelihood) and TGR (target gift 
range). In the upper right corner, the 
prospects with the highest likelihood and 
target gift ranges are identified. For the 
organization used in this example, with a 
mid-level range of $1,001-$5,000, the staff 
members now know who these prospects 
are and have a ready list of individuals 
who have the capacity to transition to 
major giving now.

Walking the Walk — Cultivating, 
Soliciting, and Stewarding  
Mid-Level and Transitional  
Giving Prospects

Once you commit to enhancing your 
mid-level program, you should also com-
mit to reviewing your current policies for 
cultivation, solicitation, and stewardship. 
There is a good chance that your cultiva-
tion tactics may be too impersonal, your 
solicitations too frequent, and your stew-
ardship overly targeted at the top of the 
pyramid to make it happen. Let’s begin by 
reviewing strategies that could work more 
effectively.

1. A review of the giving pyramid for 
your organization gives you an idea 
of the level of support you can attain 
through maintaining the status quo. 
Data mining reveals additional poten-
tial and suggests that the status quo 
is not the route to pursue to cultivate 
and close those prospects. So change 
is needed, and ideally, it is change 
that can occur with minimal budget-
ary impact. If you accept this logic 
you will be poised for improvement.

2. Since you want to change the status 
quo, you need to understand what it 
really is, and the first area you want 
to understand is the frequency of 
contact with our constituents, the bal-
ance of the content of these contacts, 
and the channels you use for commu-
nication. You’ll need to complete a 
communications audit, and it can eas-
ily be a do-it-yourself project.

You should start with a goal of com-
pleting a comprehensive spreadsheet 
of your communications with your 
constituents, but you should start 
with the area that you work in: fun-
draising or advancement. First, you 
should determine how many times 
annually you solicit, inform, invite, 
and thank. If other units within your 
institution also contact constituents, 
you should add those contacts to the 
spreadsheet. You should plot these 
communications on a monthly calen-
dar or spreadsheet.

continued from page 22
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continued from page 21

You should not be surprised if you dis-
cover that you communicate far more 
regularly than you imagined. Now you 
should look for communications that 
overlap in purpose and in timing and 
consolidate and eliminate. In doing 
so, you will be freeing budget resourc-
es for higher touch cultivation and 
reducing the intrusion in the lives of 
your donors and prospects, and that is 
exactly your intent!

3. Next, you should reach out to mid-lev-
el, transitional, and perhaps ultimate 
gift prospects identified through data 
mining to get an understanding of 
their interests and preferences. In 
surveying your prospects, you should 
ask them to identify how they would 
like to hear from your organization 
and what their primary interests are 
within the context of your mission. 
Of course, you will not receive re-
sponses from many of the individuals, 
but the data gleaned from those who 
responded is invaluable. When you 
act upon it, you are likely to see an 
increase in engagement and support 
from the respondents. Then you can 
compile a report of the survey find-
ings to share with your constituents;  
it will demonstrate your interest in 
their participation.

4. Since you have committed to review-
ing the status quo and changing it to 
fit your new goals, you should review 
your solicitation policies for mid-level 
prospects. You will want to cultivate 
more often than solicit, so if you 
see that these prospects are asked 
multiple times annually for support, 
you should consider implementing a 
strategy of fewer, higher touch com-
munications designed to promote 
engagement. You should recruit 
development and institutional staff, 
volunteers, and board members and 
involve them in the thanking process. 
And you should hold small thank-
you events hosted by other donors to 
thank as well as disseminate informa-
tion on the current and future plans 
for your organization and its mission.

5. While you are looking at solicitation 
policies, you should compile a list of 
fundraising priorities that may be 
shared with your prospects. As you 
move up the donor pyramid, you will 
encounter more prospects that will 
want to restrict their increased gifts, 
and it is best to be prepared. 

6. Finally, your internal commitment 
should be to maximize the num-
ber of personal contacts you have 
with identified prospects. Each of 
your organization’s staff members 
should seek time in their daily or 

weekly schedules that they can com-
mit to cultivation and solicitation. 
You should review each and every 
one of your recurring activities and 
determine if it is vital to growing our 
fundraising pyramid. If not, why are 
you doing it?

In conclusion, the Egyptians, and in other 
pyramid-building cultures as well, indi-
viduals have taken the logical approach 
to building pyramids by starting from 
the base and building upwards. Fund-
raisers, when facing campaigns and tight 
deadlines, have often built fundraising 
pyramids from the top-down and find 
that, after the campaign ends, there are 
precious few new prospects for the next 
campaign. Our research indicates that 
there are lessons to be learned from the 
ancient Egyptian civilization. If we build 
our funding support from the bottom-up 
and emphasize a strong core, we will have 
development operations that can stand 
the test of time. 

TGR 
$1-$250 
(1,2,3)

TGR 
$251-$500 

(4)

TGR 
$501-$1,000 

(5)

TGR 
$1,001-$5,000 

(6,7)

TGR 
>$5,000 

(≥8)

TGL ≥ 851+ 
Excellent

512 757 950 930 362

TGL 651-800 
Very Good

2,060 412 192 106 51

TGL 551-650 
Good

6,828 1,233 567 352 159

TGL 451-550 
Average

9,583 1,331 580 381 164

TGL ≤ 450 
Below Average

19,714 1,546 722 380 128

FIGURE 4

Lawrence Henze, managing director of Target 
Analytics, has extensive experience in fundraising, 
market research, and the application of predictive 
modeling services to the nonprofit marketplace. The 
founder of Core Data Services, which Blackbaud 
acquired in 2001, he has also served as vice presi-
dent of predictive modeling services at USA Group 
Noel Levitz and president of The Philanthropic Divi-
sion of Econometrics, Inc. Lawrence has 15 years of 
experience in development, raising more than $125 
million, primarily for higher education institutions. 
During his career, he has personally reviewed the 
giving histories of more than 30,000 planned givers 
across the country. He holds a bachelor’s degree 
in political science from Carroll College 
in Wisconsin, and a master’s 
degree in public policy and 
administration and a law 
degree from the University 
of Wisconsin 
at Madison.
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Comments  submitted by the DMANF on behalf of its members to Thomas R. Calcagni,
 Acting Director of the New Jersey Division of Consumer Affairs

August 4, 2011 
 
Mr. Thomas R. Calcagni, Acting Director 
Division of Consumer Affairs 
Post Office Box 45027 
Newark, NJ  07101 
 
Re: Proposed revision to N.J.A.C. 13:48-11.2 
 
Dear Mr. Calcagni: 
 
I am writing on behalf of the 400+ nonprofits represented in the Direct Marketing Association’s 
Nonprofit Federation (“DMANF”).  As you may know, DMANF is an advocacy group for 
nonprofit organizations that educate the public, advance their charitable missions, and raise funds 
through direct response marketing, particularly direct mail.   
 
DMANF is writing to inform you of the views of its members on the proposed revisions to 
N.J.A.C. 13:48-11.2.  The proposal would require nonprofits to notify potential donors, at the 
point of solicitation, that (a) they may designate the program(s) to which their donation must be 
allocated (including percentage allocations in the case of multiple programs) and (b) that any 
undesignated contribution may be used for any program or for “administrative and fundraising 
expenses.”   
 
The DMANF opposes this proposed revision for a host of reasons both legal and practical.  We 
believe the proposal violates nonprofits’ constitutional rights, we believe it unnecessary for 
accomplishing its stated aims, and we believe it imposes significant compliance burdens on 
responsible organizations that far outweigh any arguable salutary effects. 
 
First Amendment 
We believe this proposal squarely violates the First Amendment rights of nonprofits by 
compelling speech.  The Supreme Court has ruled four times that charitable solicitations are core 
free speech protected by the First Amendment.1 
 
As the Court noted in Riley, “mandating speech that a speaker would not otherwise make 
necessarily alters the content of the speech” and the First Amendment protects “the decision of 
both what to say and what not to say.”2  The Court went on to explain that “in reaching our 
conclusion, we relied on the principle that the right to speak and the right to refrain from
                                                 
1 Schaumburg v. Citizens for a Better Environment, 444 U.S. 620 (1979); Secretary of State of Maryland v. Joseph 
H. Munson Company, Inc., 467 U.S. 947 (1984); Riley v. National Federation of the Blind of North Carolina, Inc., 
487 U.S. 781 (1988) (hereinafter, “Riley”); and Illinois ex rel. Madigan v. Telemarketing Associates, Inc., 538 U.S. 
600 (2003). 
2 Riley at 795-797, emphasis in original. 
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speaking are complementary components of the broader concept of individual freedom of 
mind.”3 
 
The proposed regulation plainly compels speech. Specifically, it will force nonprofits to offer 
potential donors the opportunity to “earmark” funds for a particular purpose.  As such, it will 
directly violate the nonprofits’ right to refrain from speaking.  While many nonprofits offer 
donors the opportunity to earmark donations (and virtually all have systems in place to honor 
restrictions imposed by donors), it would violate the First Amendment rights of all nonprofits to 
compel them to make such an offer.   
 
Necessity 
The proposal is simply not necessary.  New Jersey donors, as do donors everywhere, have the 
force of law behind their desires for restricted gifts.  A charity must either reject the offered gift 
or accept it with its restrictions. Presumably, this is a right the Attorney General would backstop. 
But this proposal sets out to encourage restricted giving. 
 
By directing donors to restricted gifts, its apparent primary goal is to insulate them from 
nonprofits that would solicit for one purpose but use the funds for another (whether charitable or 
not).  Such behavior by a nonprofit would constitute fraud.  New Jersey already prohibits fraud, 
it is prohibited in the common law, and it is specifically prohibited in the context of charitable 
solicitations.4  In short, the Attorney General already has the necessary tools she needs for 
punishing and discouraging “bait and switch” tactics. 
 
Moreover, there is no evidence that this proposed requirement will prevent fraud at all.  We 
believe that the malefactors that ignore New Jersey’s current laws against fraud will simply 
ignore – or skate around -- this new rule as well.  It is not justifiable, we think, to put a legion of 
nonprofits to the costly task (see below) of implementing the proposal without anything other 
than hope that it might have some good effect. 
   
The DMANF’s membership strongly supports aggressive enforcement of the fraud laws. We 
stand ready to aid New Jersey, and other states, to provide expertise that may – on occasion -- be 
required to do so.  It is in our best interest to do so.  Such enforcement protects the giving public 
and defends the reputation of good, law-abiding nonprofits.    
 
Imposed Costs and Other Burdens 
If this proposed regulation comes into effect as currently written, it will impose short-term, mid-
term, and long-term costs and burdens upon hundreds and hundreds of charities. Unfortunately, it 
is no exaggeration to say that, for larger organizations, the short-term costs alone would 
undoubtedly run to the thousands of dollars. 
 
Prudent charities plan for the long-run. Among other things, this means printing quantities of 
promotional, fundraising, and informational materials that exceed present needs.  Increased 

                                                 
3 Riley at 799 (internal quotations omitted and emphasis supplied) (citing to Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. 
Tornillo, 430 U.S. 241 (1974); Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Public Utilities Comm’n of California, 475 U.S. 1 
(1986); Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539 (1985); Abood v. Detroit Board of 
Education, 431 U.S. 209 (1977); and West Virginia Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 (1943). 
4 N.J. Rev. Stat. § 45:17A-32c (1) and (3).   
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quantity means decreased unit costs.  For NJ-centric organizations, the advent of the proposed 
rule could render useless months and months of, now, non-complying stocks. 
 
More certain would be the immediate need to align messages in all fundraising channels with the 
new rule.  No moderate-sized charity survives in today’s world with one letter and a reply 
device.  Most charities would have to alter multiple letters and reply devices, newsletters, 
planned giving brochures, emails, web pages, and so on – possibly even telephone scripts.  With 
the imperative of taking great care with copy, lay-out, graphics, and the like, the price tag would 
be considerable. 
 
That’s not the end of it.  Increasing incidence of requests for gift restrictions inevitably means 
increased costs for gift processing, bookkeeping, and accounting.  These costs will have to be 
absorbed by every charity coming under the proposed rule.  On top of that, organizations raising 
funds nationally or regionally will instantly find themselves unable to use existing messages in 
NJ or their NJ messages elsewhere.  The result will be increased production and management 
costs for every donor communication containing a fundraising message. 
 
Fundraisers, schooled by experience and established practices, are wary of untested changes to 
their donor communications – especially drastic changes. The frank concern here is that any 
sudden shift, such as the one this rule would prescribe, will have a negative overall effect on 
fundraising.   Simply put, no experienced fundraiser would accept the risk of widespread 
message change without careful and methodical testing.  This is a risk the NJ rule would demand 
that charities swallow, heedless of the recession-stricken fundraising environment of the last 
several years. 
 
Another hard-to-measure, long-term implication of the rule is its explicit endorsement of the 
public’s knee-jerk opposition to charities’ overhead costs.  Obviously, the notion that “all of my 
donation should go to program” is a poorly considered pipedream.  Does that donor believe that 
his request has been fielded by someone who isn’t paid and is then guaranteed by other 
volunteers, none of whom impose any ancillary costs?  We think reinforcing these notions is bad 
for the long-term health of the voluntary sector and runs squarely counter to the regulatory 
community’s promotion of nonprofit transparency and accountability.  We support these goals 
too. But, who is to pay for achieving them if not our donors? 
 
Finally, the NJ rule would, sooner or later, create an inevitable collision with an organization’s 
governance structure.  For example, suppose a charity has been operating effective programs 
with efficient administration and a self-sustaining fundraising program by spending 20% of its 
revenues on administration and fundraising. Public perception notwithstanding, most 
experienced regulators would agree that – by the numbers – this is an admirable outcome. 
 
But what if NJ’s rule came into play and “worked”?  What should the organization’s board do 
when in, say, October, it became clear that restricted giving would dictate that only 15% of 
revenues would be available for admin and fundraising?  Should it furlough the CFO for the rest 
of the year?  The development director?  Should it cancel next year’s audit and apply the savings 
to this year’s budget?  Or what if donors, in favor of a vaccination program, had earmarked 
insufficient funds to the organization’s well-digging program in a time of drought?  Would the 
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AG involve herself to relieve these untenable situations? With due respect, this sort of problem 
solving, without regulator-created restraints, is what volunteer boards are for. 
 
It is worth considering that worse still collisions could be created.  Religious organizations are 
exempted from registration in NJ but not from other aspects of the registration law and attendant 
rules (like the proposal).  For responsible religious organizations, donors’ wishes will direct gifts, 
as with “civilian” charities. But, the allocation of raised funds can be subject to more complex 
demands than merely those anticipated by a single board’s budget.  Would the AG, absent fraud 
or other wrongdoing, have the political will -- or authority – to redirect funds from, say, the care 
of ageing religious to a mission to Haiti?  In this context, the proposal looks to us as if it invites 
the AG to a church-state collision, a place where she should not go. 
 
We appreciate your consideration of our comments and we respect your concern for problems 
you perceive.  However, we believe this proposal would impose so much cost and create so 
many difficulties that it should be withdrawn, lock, stock, and barrel. 
 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 

 
Senny Boone, Esq. 
SVP, DMA Corporate and Social Responsibility 
Acting Exec. Director, DMANF  
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AUGUST 23, 2011

Victory in New Jersey! As a result of the coordinated effort by the nonprofit & charitable fundraising community, the New Jersey Division of 
Consumer Affairs informed the New Jersey Center for Non-Profits that they are withdrawing a proposal allowing donors to designate funds for 
specific programs. Here is the announcement from Linda M. Czipo, Executive Director, New Jersey Center for Non-Profits:

AUGUST 18, 2011

Great news! The New Jersey Division of Consumer Affairs has informed us that it will not pursue its donor designa-
tion Pre-Proposal #2011-001 as a formal regulation. This proposal would have required covered organizations to 
provide a mechanism for donors to designate the specific programs to which they wish to direct gifts, and would 
have required organizations to inform donors that if they did not designate their gifts, the charity could use them  
for other purposes including fundraising and administration. The Center for Non-Profits, along with numerous New 
Jersey and national organizations, submitted public comments to express concern about the pre-proposal. We 
thank everyone who took the time to provide input to the Center or to submit comments to the Division. Your  
strong responses clearly made the difference!

The Division may issue a formal notification in a forthcoming edition of the New Jersey Register. It has asked us  
to help spread the word about its decision in the meantime.

Please take a moment to write to Thomas A. Calcagni, Director of the NJ Division of Consumer Affairs, to thank  
him for deciding not to pursue this pre-proposal. Contact information is: Thomas A. Calcagni, Director, New Jersey 
Division of Consumer Affairs, P.O. Box 45027, Newark, NJ 07101, or e-mail askconsumeraffairs@lps.state.nj.us.

Thank you to dual DMA & DMANF member organizations like the March of Dimes and expert legal counsel such as 
Errol Copilevitz, the ACFRFR, and others who participated. We came together to send letters expressing a series 
of concerns with the unfounded proposal and it made the difference. Without our efforts, this proposal would have 
damaged the ability of nonprofit organizations to utilize funds raised for important charitable functions and would 
have instead compelled them to provide donors with a series of options on how their donation would be designat-
ed, costing charities millions in terms of the potential impact. We are grateful for your help and believe each of you 
made the difference.

As we celebrate this victory, however, trouble looms on the horizon with three other proposals. Our victory in  
New Jersey is a good example of what we can do as a community when ideas harmful to fundraising emerge  
such as these:

First, as previously reported, Chairman Issa’s bill, HR 2309 would drastically raise nonprofit 
rates so that they are no longer affordable for charities. Please send a letter to your representa-
tive and your Senators in opposition to this proposal.

Second, the charitable deduction for individuals is once again at risk. As charities look toward 
crucial end-of the year fundraising efforts and giving spurred on by this deduction, the deduc-
tion is on the table as the Hill looks at ways to balance the budget. Please submit your letter in  
support of maintaining the charitable deduction.

Third, the Federal Trade Commission, a federal agency established to oversee the for-profit  
marketplace may suddenly gain extended jurisdiction over charities. This extended jurisdiction 
would be followed by even more paperwork & regulatory burdens for the sector. More donor  
dollars devoted to regulatory burdens and less spent on your important programs. Tell Congress 
not to place this additional regulatory burden upon you. 

Email member alert from Senny Boone, Senior Vice President, Corporate & Social Responsibility 
 Subject: Victory in NJ Tempered by Trouble Elsewhere
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Your help is much needed as we work on your behalf — thank you in advance for taking part in DMAAction!
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